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exclusive algorithm (based on 100s of customer & expert reviews), all to save you time and money meeting your

Final Word on Finding the Best Treadmill for You

Sole Fitness

Sole F85

with six months or less of free repairs. As prices increase, the labor warranties

Treadmill warranties can be great hints about durability. They shouldn't be your only

intense the training, the more important the motor becomes.

they're about 2.5" in diameter or larger.

The best treadmill belt is maintenance-free except for occasional dusting.

"flappity-flap" sound as it moves. And a third disadvantage is the need for regular

wear out quickly. Sometimes they snap or rip. More common is belt stretching, which

outdoor exercise around the world. Your view of real landscapes will adjust to your

Additionally some treadmills let you add new workout programs, usually through web

Just about every home treadmill has built-in training programs. The quantity, quality

recommendations to automate the workout challenge (speed, incline and duration) to

decrease as you exercise at higher speeds. The wireless heart rate monitor option is

apps.

over weeks, months and years. Some of our favorite cardio trainers can automatically

than others. With better accuracy you can be sure to exercise within a target heart

ankles. Your weight naturally shifts to allow exercise that's gentler on your joints.

powerful motors and automated inclines, just like the

Got limited space? You could still get the benefits of a 60" long track by

long.

run at top speed. The best home treadmills for runners typically have these
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Five Best Treadmills for Home Use 2017

Cybex 770T

Cybex 525T

The Cybex 525T is a reliable and engaging treadmill built especially for light

Cybex 770T

Rating: 91.8%

Price:

Rating: 92.4%

Price:

The top-scoring T50 is the most affordable non-folding treadmill from Matrix Fitness.

The Precor TRM 211 is one of the most popular treadmills on the market

workout options, a slick user interface and an impressive warranty.

The TRM 445 is top of its class in Precor's Precision Series.

Price:

Rating: 92.9%

Price:

The NordicTrack Commercial 2450 is one of the most popular feature-rich treadmills

NordicTrack Commercial 2450

ProForm PRO 9000

ProForm PRO 5000

them in one treadmill, then adds the ability to customize.

Matrix TF50
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Rating: 94.1%
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Rating: 95.2%

Price:

Rating: 96.3%

Price:

Rating: 96.9%
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Rating: 97.1%

Price:

Rating: 97.2%

Price:

Rating: 97.5%

Price:

Rating: 97.7%

Price:

Rating: 97.9%

Price:

Rating: 98.1%